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Firm foreign currency debt

• Major aspect of crises in Latin America and East Asia in the 1990s

• Massive exposures in Emerging Europe up to the 2008 crisis

• Rising in recent years (Alfaro, Asis, Chari & Panizza 2017)

• Despite risks, foreign currency debt also a potentially important source of funds for
productive firms to grow
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Unprecedented FC exposure in Emerging Europe prior to GFC
Bank loans in FC as a percent of total loans, 2007

Source: Ranciere, Tornell, and Vamvakidis (2010) and IMF Vulnerability Exercise Database
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Rising FC exposure followed by currency crisis and rising defaults
The case of Hungary
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Rise in macro-prudential limits on FC lending
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Source: Cerutti, Claessens, and Laeven (2017) Macroprudential Policies Database
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Why do firms borrow in FC?

• One view: exporters

• “Much Ado About Nothing” (Bleakley and Cowan 2006)

• Public firms

• Not satisfying once you look at data that includes private firms

• Korea in 1997: 70% of firms with FC debt are non-exporters (Kim, Tesar & Zhang 2016)

• Hungary 2000s: 73% of firms with FC debt are non-exporters (Salomao & Varela 2019)

• Need a richer model of firm foreign currency financing decisions

• Important for understanding the tradeoff between the potential benefits of FC financing and
financial stability risks
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This paper

• Quantitative dynamic model of domestic firms that can borrow in FC and LC

• FC financing determined by key tradeoff: balance sheet risk vs growth

• No default and UIP ⇒ currency composition indeterminate (Gilchrist & Sim 2007)

• FC debt implies depreciation deteriorates firm balance sheet

• Ex post default creates non-linearity in payoff structure that leads to demand for insurance
property of LC debt

• i∗ + E [∆s ′] = i − θ︸︷︷︸
UIP deviation

⇒ demand for FC debt

• Firm borrows in FC up to the point where the increase in default probability offsets the
lower cost of FC debt

• In short: Tradeoff theory, but replace replace taxes with UIP deviation
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Implications of the model

1. Cross-section: Only high productivity firms borrow in FC, and the share of FC borrowing is
increasing in firm productivity

• Intuition: More productive firms are less likely to default for a given level of capital and debt
structure, making them more risk tolerant

2. Time series: UIP deviation leads to increased FC borrowing, especially by more productive
firms

• Authors find that both predictions hold using Hungarian firm-level data

• Counterfactual analysis: banning FC borrowing ⇒ Lower investment and higher(!) default
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My comments

1. Is UIP deviation mechanism consistent with reasons firms give for FC borrowing?

2. Evidence on positive selection

3. Euro vs Swiss franc debt

4. Impact of a large devaluation

5. Where do UIP deviations come from?
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1. Is UIP deviation mechanism consistent with firm survey responses?

• Survey of 698 firms in 2006 from the same
population (Bodnar 2009)

• 50% of firms say main motivation to raise FC debt
is that it is “cheaper”

• FC revenues main motivation only for largest firms

• 90% say that interest rate is “important,” while
65% say that exchange rate is “important”

• 2/3 firms think that FC loans are riskier
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2. Evidence on positive selection is compelling
Strong evidence that foreign currency borrowers are more productive

• Sample of firms from Hungarian tax data, 2007

[Firm FC debt share]i = α + βXi + εi

Right-hand-side variable Coefficient S.E. R2 N

Log sales per worker 0.026 .001 0.011 80447
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2. Evidence on positive selection is compelling
...foreign currency borrowers have faster growth

• Sample of firms from Hungarian tax data, 2007

[Firm FC debt share]i = α + βXi + εi

Right-hand-side variable Coefficient S.E. R2 N

Log sales per worker 0.026 .001 0.011 80447
Log employment 0.039 .002 0.019 80447
Employment growth, 2004-08 0.016 .002 0.001 62219
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2. Evidence on positive selection is compelling
...but export status still matters

• Sample of firms from Hungarian tax data, 2007

[Firm FC debt share]i = α + βXi + εi

Right-hand-side variable Coefficient S.E. R2 N

Log sales per worker 0.026 .001 0.011 80447
Log employment 0.039 .002 0.019 80447
Employment growth, 2004-08 0.016 .002 0.001 62219
Export sales share 0.140 .014 0.008 80447
Exporter 0.076 .008 0.011 80447
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3. Why don’t more firms borrow in Swiss franc?
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3. Why don’t firms borrow in Swiss franc?

• UIP deviation larger for CHF, but over 70% of FC loans to firms denominated in euro

• On the other hand, by 2008, 97% of FC loans to households were denominated in Swiss
franc (Verner & Gyongyosi 2018)

• Swiss franc borrowing widespread among households in Iceland, Austria, Poland, Ukraine,
Romania, Balkans...

• Firms more sophisticated (or risk averse) than households?

• Euro is a relevant invoicing/contracting currency, even for non-exporters (Bodnar 2006)

• UIP deviation may not be the entire story, even for non-exporters
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4. Impact of a large devaluation in the model and data

• Model matches cross-sectional characteristics of FC borrowers and response to UIP
deviations

• How does model match firm-level investment response to large devaluation?

• Crucial to understand growth vs balance sheet instability tradeoff

• Positive selection in your model can shed light on mixed results on the literature

• Benavente, Johnson, & Morande (2003); Bleakley & Cowan (2008). . .

• Aguiar (2006), Kalemli-Ozcan, Kamil &Villegas-Sanchez (2016). . .
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4. Impact of a large devaluation in the model and data
Firm dynamics during 2008-10 depreciation (Verner & Gyongyosi 2018)

∆08−10yi = β[Firm FC debt share]i + XiΓ + εi

Inv.-Capital
Change, 08-10

Sales
Growth, 08-10

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Firm FC debt share in 2008 -10.0 -11.4 1.76 2.60
(1.27) (1.34) (0.68) (0.68)

Exporter 2.11 4.62
(0.60) (0.65)

Local HH FC debt exposure in 2008 -5.42 -12.1
(4.69) (4.18)

Firm Controls Yes Yes
City-level Controls Yes Yes
2-Digit Industry FE Yes Yes
R2 0.0012 0.0084 0.000065 0.028
Observations 80447 80447 80447 80447
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5. Where do UIP deviations come from?

• Model takes UIP deviations as given and is mainly interested in cross-sectional patterns of
which firms borrow in FC

• But this begs the question: Where do these UIP deviations actually come from?

• UIP deviations may actually be driven by foreign currency debt

• Wiriadinata (2019) and Gopinath & Stein (2018)

• Large demand for safe-haven currency assets

• Requires safe asset production by inferior producers of these assets, who are induced to
borrow in FC and accept this risk because they pay a lower interest rate on dollar debt

• Foreign currency debt revaluation implies large depreciations following negative shocks,
which requires countries with large amounts of FC debt to offer large risk premia

• May overturn your counterfactual result that banning FC debt would increase default
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5. Where do UIP deviations come from?
FC debt helps explain currency risk premia (Wiriadinata 2019)
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Minor points for the authors

• Trade-off theory of FC debt seems relevant, but other theories can also fit selection
pattern
• Jeanne (2000) signaling theory

• More evidence on 2001 liberalization and rise of FC lending would be valuable

• Is there an expansion in firm FC lending around 2001?

• Role of the exchange rate regime and moral hazard from implicit government guarantee
(Schneider and Tornell 2004)

• Brown, Ongena & Yesin (2004) find that firms located in countries with fixed exchange rate
regimes are more likely to take foreign currency loans

• Can also explain lower cost of funding in FC relative to LC

• Exchange rate process: stationary AR(1) or RW with a drift?
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Conclusion

• Very nice paper

• Valuable new insights about currency debt structure from rich data and quantitative
model

• Caution warranted in using model for policy evaluation, given absence of general
equilibrium feedback from FC debt to exchange rates
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